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VENUES AT ROYAL PORT NICHOLSON YACHT CLUB

ROYAL PORT NICHOLSON YACHT CLUB
103 ORIENTAL PARADE,
ORIENTAL BAY, WELLINGTON
The Yacht Club provides sun-dazzled waters
dotted with yachts as the background for your
corporate event. The sea so close you can smell it
or touch it from the decks off our meeting rooms.
Wellington’s premier yacht club was established
in 1883. Sitting on the southern edge of
Wellington Harbour in Oriental Bay, it has stunning
panoramic views of the city-scape. Its only a
few minutes walk along the waterfront to the
Wellington CBD, Te Papa National Museum and
many nearby hotels.
Royal Port Nicholson Yacht Club has three great
event hire spaces. Completely secluded on the
water’s edge between the iconic boat sheds. This
conference and social venue provides a place
for people to escape city life.
The venue hire rooms have high-speed wifi and
are fully air-conditioned. They are also only 15
minutes drive from Wellington Airport.
The backdrop of the city centre and hills makes
the Royal Port Nicholson Yacht Club a stunning
space to host weddings, celebrations and events.
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“the best view in town”

To enquire contact
Royal Port Nicholson Yacht Club
events@rpnyc.org.nz
rpnyc.org.nz

NOEL MANTHEL BOARDROOM
This is the boardroom with one of the best
views in Wellington. Its large windows overlook
the harbour, and its decor is rich with historic
photos and artefacts. As a special place for
smaller corporate meetings it is a classic
New Zealand space.
Located on the Yacht Club’s upper level next
to Coene’s Restaurant, the Noel Manthel
Boardroom has its own dedicated bar area. Its
perfect for small meetings, private dining and
intimate cocktail parties.
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THE WARDROOM
The Wardroom is a large conference space with
stunning views of the harbour. With an
adjoining deck over the water it’s a great
option for conferences or celebrations. It is light
and airy with neutral decor and has views to die
for along with full air-conditioning and
high-speed wifi.
As a special Wellington space, it can be used
for any type of event, from weddings and
celebrations to corporate events, presentations
and team building.
The Wardroom opens out onto a large
suspended deck above the water, and is
nestled between the Oriental Bay boat sheds.
Fitted with a customisable bar area, the space
can be sectioned off to create a seperate area
which opens on to the deck. Or used as one
large space for networking and larger events.
Fitted with high-quality sound and projection
equipment to cater to your presentation needs.
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ALAN MARTIN ROOM
115 ORIENTAL PARADE,
ORIENTAL BAY, WELLINGTON

Situated in Wellington Ocean Sports Centre,
the Alan Martin room has wooden floors and
large windows looking over the water. This is a
medium-sized light and airy meeting room with a
view over the Wellington Harbour.
It is perfect for small informal meetings and
training sessions, or even as a breakout space. It
can be divided into two smaller meeting rooms.
You can even start or end your day by having a
sailing package customised for your team.
Up to 32 people can use this air-conditioned
room which has high-speed wifi.
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THANK YOU AND WE HOPE
TO HEAR FROM YOU SOON!

rpnyc.org.nz

